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Introduction
In August 2003, the U.S. Army Research Laboratory (ARL) participated in an Office of the Secretary of Defense technology insertion program named Horizontal Fusion (HF). The HF program is inserting cross-domain, web-based tools into the defense force to enhance situational awareness, decrease communications delays, and speed up the use of Internet protocols (IP) in the sharing of battlefield information. ARL's role in the HF program is the Army's story from the brigade to the platoon leader. ARL technology development for the HF program included individual soldier telecommunications and computer gear, platoon leader decision support tools to include visualization and message generation and distribution, a surrogate S2 brigade station, information fusion technology, and global web-space integration. These systems had to be integrated, tested, and deployed in 6 months.
The scenario developed for the ARL effort was based on military operations in urban terrain operations. The scenario involved three platoons operating in and around a town. One platoon conducted surveillance and traffic control to the north, the second platoon conducted reconnaissance south of the first platoon, and the third platoon entered the town and executed operations there. Because of troop limitations, and to populate the global space with enough troops, simulation was used to add units, provide intelligence messages, and stimulate actions to be performed by the live troops. This report will detail the simulation used in the ARL HF program Warriors Edge technology development and demonstration. The components of the Warriors Edge technology and the simulation software to exercise it will be described herein.
Warriors Edge Technology Components
Warriors Edge technology was developed to link the individual soldier to the global operational space. This was accomplished by developing leading edge technologies at the platoon and brigade levels around a common communications interface.
The platoon nodes each had modular universal laser equipment (MULE), robots, and individual soldier ensembles. All items were equipped with global positioning system devices, for tracking, and wireless communications. The MULE consisted of a vehicle and payload. The payload contained electrical power, computers, and multiple wireless communications networks. It served as the hub for the platoon communications system. There were three iRobot ATRV2s per platoon and three iRobot PacBots per platoon. Each ATRV2 and PacBot carried onboard sensors and cameras to relay information back to the MULE. The individual soldier ensembles were composed of computers for information processing, instrumented rifles, and voice-over IP communications.
The brigade node consisted of a prototype S2 analyst workstation developed by ARL. The S2 workstation provided a graphical interface to display troop positions and text messages. The S2 workstation also contained a web browser to connect to the HF web portal for information prompts and alerts, and provided screenshots of the current battle situation to the collateral space for viewing by interested parties. Figure 1 shows the Warriors Edge platoon components, and figure 2 shows the brigade components. 
Warriors Edge Simulation
Simulation was used to stimulate and populate the battle space. The simulation consisted of the Dismounted Infantry Semi-Automated Forces (DISAF) variant of the OneSAF Testbed, and ARL-developed network interface, data conversion, and text message transmission software. The role of simulation was two-fold. First, it would provide the necessary numbers of troops on the battlefield and represent the actions of troops and vehicles. Secondly, it would provide stimulation via simulated human intelligence messages to the S2 fusion station for intelligence gathering and scenario alerts. To accomplish this mission, a dual system of SAF and manual message transmission was used.
Multiple data formats were required. The SAF systems communicated using Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS) data packets. The individual soldier, robots, and MULE communicated using the ARL Tactical Object System (TOS) protocol. The S2 station used an in-house XML data format for individual and unit position information.
DISAF
The DISAF was used to create and orchestrate the movements and actions of units on the battlefield. For Warriors Edge, there were three platoons in play. Two platoons were completely simulated by the DISAF. The third platoon was composed of one live squad and two simulated squads. Entities utilized in the simulation included friendly dismounted infantry fire teams, surrogate robots, unmanned infrared and acoustic ground sensors, and an enemy dismounted platoon. The surrogate robots were modeled using the unmanned ground sensor entity.
ARL-Developed Software
Two message translation programs were developed. One served the platoon and below echelons, and the other served above platoon. The platoon-level program, DIStoTOS (DtoT), was designed to communicate between the individual soldier ensembles, robots, MULE, and the DISAF. DtoT used the TOS communications protocol developed by ARL combined with a DIS interface to communicate between DISAF entities and live entities on the battlefield. S2StationDriver (S2SD) converted simulation data on the DIS network into XML formatted strings for use by the Surrogate S2 Station via a web interface. In addition, S2SD provided the user with the capability to transmit XML files to the web server as needed. These programs will be described below.
DIStoTOS
DtoT runs in real time. It provides bidirectional message flow between the DIS network and the TOS. The program listens to the DIS network, keeps a database of entities on the DIS network, and formats TOS messages to create, update, and delete entities as necessary. It is intended to populate a live exercise with simulated entities and to send live entity posture data to the simulation network.
Information sent to TOS from the DIS network included entity identification, latitude and longitude, entity type, and parent unit. Entity types were expressed as MIL-STD-2525B 1 icon strings. Icon strings were implemented for friendly and enemy dismounted infantry, the MULE, a High Mobility Multipurpose Wheeled Vehicle (HMMWV), the unmanned guided vehicle (UGV), a generic enemy vehicle, friendly unmanned ground robots, and an unknown entity. Because DIS uses enumerated data for entity types, and TOS uses MIL-STD-2525B icon strings, a mapping between DIS entity enumerations and MIL-STD-2525B icons was implemented as follows (table 1): Mapping from TOS icons to DIS entity enumerations was implemented as follows (table 2) : 
DIS entity information includes an 11-character marking field. This field was used to identify each individual entity as well as indicate force structure. This mapping was implemented as follows (table 3) : For example, a marking of "100A264" is a member of platoon 2 if the entity is a dismounted infantryman. A marking of "100A521" is a member of platoon 2 if the entity is a vehicle.
Coordinate conversion from latitude/longitude to DIS world coordinates was accomplished using the Synthetic Environment Data Representation Interface Standard coordinate conversion routines. Inputs to the converter were the Universal Transverse Mercator Easting and Northing reference point and the grid zone number.
An entity list was kept for the DIS and the TOS networks. Because of the DIS entity timeout in DISAF, TOS entity information needed frequent updates whether TOS updates or entity movement occurred or not. A memory resident database of TOS entities was kept, and their data were transmitted to the DIS network as Entity State PDUs every 5 s.
The TOS network required no heartbeat. DIS entity information was sent to the TOS network when an entity was discovered, if it moved, once/min, or when it was deleted. Frequent updating of the TOS network caused latency problems in the TOS system, so it was decided to only update DIS information to the TOS network as required.
TOS network data are XML formatted. The Xerces parser from xml.apache.org was used to perform the parsing from XML into the entity list structure.
The DtoT has a command line interface to list entities, change the DIS entity timeout, delete all TOS entities owned by DtoT, add DIS entities in DtoT to the TOS network, and shutdown the program.
S2StationDriver
S2SD provided data to the prototype S2 Station in the Warriors Edge brigade-level web-based information portal. Data provided were used to track friendly entities and insert messages used for data fusion and information dissemination. S2SD provided a link between the web-based prototype S2 Station and the DIS simulation network.
The prototype S2 workstation used a webserver for web interactions. The webserver, called the TACSUM, used an XML data format for all web interactions. S2SD communicated to the TACSUM, which then forwarded the message to the prototype S2 workstation.
An XML specification for TACSUM web interactions was developed. The specification, called dcgsa, provided messages to convey posture data, freetext messages, and other battlefield information. The dcgsa schema included data from the midb, gmi, and gov XML message specifications for comprehensive message content.
Data flow between the S2SD and the TACSUM was via the Simple Object Access Protocol. When data were ready for uploading to the TACSUM, a socket was created between the S2SD and TACSUM, the data sent, and the socket closed.
S2SD aggregated DIS entity data into units for the S2 station. The S2 station, being a brigadelevel asset, displayed both individual entities and units. For this exercise, individual entities were aggregated according to the process described in table 1. Two files were created. One, the individual_dcgsa.xml file, was used to send posture data for each individual friendly entity in the simulation. The second, units_dcgsa.xml, sent unit data (platoon 1, platoon 2, and platoon 3). Each file was sent per iteration. On the first iteration, all entities were sent using the individual_ dcgsa.xml file. After that, only entities that moved were sent via the individual_dcgsa.xml file. The units.xml file was sent each iteration.
Unit location was computed as the average location of all entities in the unit. There was a choice between using the platoon leader's location or the average, and the average was chosen. Because unit location changes slowly, this fit well with the S2 workstation's update rate of once every 2 min.
In addition to the automatic posture data updates, the S2SD provides the user the ability to send an XML-formatted file to the TACSUM manually. This capability gives the S2SD the flexibility to simulate multiple data inputs (human and signal intelligence) to the TACSUM for information fusion. For the HF demonstration, the S2SD's XML message transmission capability was used to initiate scenario events by sending messages at scripted times. Transmitting the XML files was performed using the POST method. The function, PostFileToWebServer, takes three arguments. The first argument is the hostname of the webserver. The second argument is the name of the file to post. This must be the entire pathname of the file. The third argument is the port that the webserver is listening to for connections. PostFileToWebServer calls helper functions to open a connection, read in the file, prepend and append appropriate headers and footers, and send the file. After sending the file, PostFileToWebServer() performs a select() on the socket to detect a response from the webserver(not used). The socket is then closed, and the function returns. The implementation of the web posting is included in the appendix.
Conclusion
An exercise to highlight the force multiplication from the use of web-based technologies was conducted. The U.S. Army component, called Warriors Edge, was a vital element to the success of the exercise. To demonstrate the Army system, software was written to web-enable certain Army functions. The merger of live and simulated Warriors Edge components and systems provided a realistic, exciting exercise and demonstration of the power of web-enabled systems to mission effectiveness, increased soldier survivability, and lethality.
Future directions for this software development and research are in the areas of fusion modeling and simulation, human intelligence inference from scenario events, and increased sensor types. In addition, a more comprehensive graphical user interface will provide more capability to the user. For example, given the capability to type freetext messages, a user can inject any type of message from any sensor desired.
Appendix. POST Web Method Source Code
The following code is the implementation of the POST web method. The POST method is used to send data to a web server. In the S2StationDriver, this function was used to send the individual_dcgsa.xml and unit_dcgsa.xml files to the TACSUM web server. 
